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Reviewer #1
Reviewer #1 Comments to the Author Author's Rebuttal
The paper is well written, even if the subject is rather complex. The methodology is sound and the conclusions are in line with the results obtained. I have a few minor comments and modifications to suggest:
The author is grateful for the reviewer's constructive comments and the consequent improvements to this manuscript.
1. Line 192: it would be helpful to specify on which base (arbitrary or objective?) the three quality levels for the cork stoppers were established.
Agreed. Added: Fifty cork stoppers were quantified in each of three quality levels ≪subjectively assigned by human experts≫ 2. The discussion of the simulations is not deep enough (lines 268-274). For instance, the author should discuss the contrasting results of NPO1 and NPO2 (tables 4), where a substantial under-or over-estimation of the parameters occur.
Agreed. Added: ≪The previously noted divergence of the cumulative logit parameters in the NPO2 simulation condition also suggests that caution may be warranted in some nonproportional odds situations, particularly when AUCs of the cumulative ROC curves are widely separated, as in NPO2. If, however, the primary aim is cutpoint estimation, the NPO2 condition indicates that estimated cutpoints were robust against divergence in the logit parameters. Moreover, qualitative results from the NPO2 condition regarding cutpoint selection criteria and parametric cutpoints were consistent with those from the proportional odds and NPO1 simulations.≫ See also original lines 146 -150, 164 -167.
